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NEWSLETTER JUNE 2022

COMMUNITY HELPERS

In June we had a chance to see what it is like to be a firefighter; what it means to be a
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doctor, dentist or even a farmer or garbage man. We talked about various “community

helpers” - occupations so much important for the life of all of us.



DIGITAL WORLD

During June we were specially focusing and integrating technology into our daily life in the

KG, so it can have an authentic, meaningful, and developmentally appropriate impact on



learning and kid’s exploration. ���� Children looked at what all those smart techs like robots,

computers, mobile phones, GPS can do. They tried to call or video call, read e-books, write

emails, use various apps and programs, and become more "screen-wise".



EARTH SUPERPOWERS

Children together with teachers tested the power of  the air,  water,  and fire.  A dancing

caterpillar, a volcanic eruption and a burning candle in the water took us on an adventure

beyond the limits of our everyday routine. Working with sand and soil did not only bring us

dirty hands, but thanks to a magnifying glass we could observe their structure and thus

examine the living organisms that live in them. What a magical world we live in!

WE SPY



What do you think are the Earth Superpowers?

Izabelka (Koalas): That it can spins.

Adam (Koalas): That we have a lot of grass everywhere.

Vava (Kiwis): Water we can drink and have a bath.

Greta (Kiwis): Air because we can breathe, it is important

Viki (Orcas): That there is life.

Mia (Penguins): I do not think so that I can think. What are the elements we    were talking about

this week? Chocolate!

Rafael (Flamingos): Wind, fire, water, blood, grass, shoes.

Ela (Pufferfish): fire, earth, wind, electricity, ice, water.

Peťko (Pufferfish): Fire and water.

OVER THE WORLD IN 5 DAYS

With summer holiday on approach, kindergartens are slowly emptying, and kids are more

sharing excitement about their upcoming holiday. At the end of the school year, we always

travel the world together to get to know places that are far away and unknown. On the

other  hand,  it  also  brings  up  happy  memories  from  former  holidays  and  kids

enthusiastically share their experience and photos. Now everyone is ready for the summer,

knowing where exactly on the map they are going! Save journey everyone and enjoy your

travels ����.



TEACHERS´ INQUIRY

Where would you go having two-year holidays?

Lea (SM): I would go for a trip around the world ����

Petra (SM): Travel the world, volunteer in animal shelters from north to south, west to east, and

maybe get a sailing license and Scuba Diving Certification �����

Hugh (SM): I would sail to the Caribbean and always keep moving, exploring the whole South

America.

Ms Gabi (KOL): I will say like Mr Peter, my dream is to spend some time in Africa help to kids with

education and show them a better life in the world



Ms.Didi (MD): I would like to check the most beautiful places around the world. Spend some time

at some nice place to know the neighbourhood and people around.

Jarka (KOL): If I had two years holiday I would travel and stay in a new country until I would get to

know the people, their life, culture, and language.

Ms. Eli (HP): I would go to Mexico and enjoy the sun, beaches, adventures, delicious food and

drinks.

Ms. Julka (HP):  Slovakia has uncountable amount of beautiful  hidden places which I´d like to

discover. From caves to places full of traditional Slovak culture.

Ms Olga (HP): I would be probably bored after a month and will surely go back to the Kindergarten

���� I really love that job!

SUMMER CAMP 

The five Year 1 classes from our four locations got together at Biela Skala for three days of

nature, friendship, excitement and, above all, massive amounts of FUN! Sports, games,

scavenger hunts, disco parties… we prepared a little bit of everything but making sure that

there was time and place as well  for  the very,  very important  free play,  to  be able to

discover the hundreds of little secrets that the area had to offer and to give them time for

their imagination and their own development. We are very happy to have shared this last

big adventure all together, and wish you to have many, many more at school ����



Y1 GRADUATIONS

Y1 children enjoyed their very last big event for parents: their amazing Graduation. Their

way  of  saying  goodbye  to  their  exciting  times  in  kindergarten,  showcasing  both  their

knowledge they’ve already learnt, as well as their humour and cuteness. All the classes

performed amazingly and received a huge applause from their families and teachers! Right

after, their biggest trip yet, the summer camp was awaiting them to have even more fun.

MORE from SUMMER CAMP
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WE SPY

What do you need to learn to go to school?

Aďka (Butterflies): Numbers and shapes, to read and write.

Lazar (Dragonflies): Uhm! Mathematics, ABC, some reading of bookies and sing.  

Luisa (Dragonflies): To eat alone and go to play outside and study numbers and change the

clothes alone.  

Hanka (Butterflies): Behave good to kids and count to backwards.

Rebečka (Alpacas): To s tatou and mámou lovit fish and sharks and crocodiles and to know

colours. I love pink.

Lena (Foxes): To write, read and to play nicely.

Palko (Foxes): I need to learn to behave good.

Lea (Sharks): We need to share.

Milo (Sharks): We need to know English.

EVERYDAY LIFE



Are you interested what was special in our classes? Click here to read

about our class projects and activities we´ve been working on.

LATEST NEWS

Our Y1 children starting in September at Cambridge

school  went  to  visit  the  school,  meet  their

future teachers and new friends on 23rd June at the

MEET  THE  TEAM  event.  They  could  feel  the

atmosphere  of  a  brand  new  life  experience  in

making a huge step forward.  We will  be happy to

see them all over the fence next year :)

In June we started an annual period of WEDDINGS.

We  would  like  to  congratulate  to  Ms  Diana  from

Mlynska  Dolina  and  our  speech  therapist  Baška

leaving soon for her maternity. We wish you just all

the best and to be happy.

In connection to topic about community helpers we

have welcomed a special  guest from Schill  Dental

Clinic at the DENTAL WORKSHOP to show us the

way how to take care of our teeth and how important

it is. Thank you.

OUR ART GALLERY

OUR CLASS PROJECTS
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